EURAS (Eurasian Universities Union) Webinar - AFGHANISTAN - A COUNTRY IN CRISIS: WHAT IS THE FUTURE?

As EURAS-Eurasian Universities Union, we are pleased to continue EURAS Webinar Series and will be hosting EURAS Webinar on AFGHANISTAN - A COUNTRY IN CRISIS: WHAT IS THE FUTURE? On 21st October 2021 at 03:00 PM (Turkish Time) via Zoom.

In this EURAS webinar, EURAS General Secretary and Vice President of the International Blue Crescent Foundation along with other distinguished panelists highlights the topic regarding the following issues,

- The General Situation in Afghanistan.
- How did we end up having The Taliban Regime?
- What were the mistakes and how do we see the future of this suffering country and its people?
- How international politics and superpowers are involved?
- How do international organs play a significant role to save the future of the country?


For more information, please visit the website: https://euras-edu.org/webinars/euras-webinar-xiii/

NAFSA - NAFSA All-Region Summit

Welcome to the NAFSA All-Region Summit! The combined virtual event will be housed on one platform where attendees can access region-specific content, as well as all-region shared activities and events. This first-ever combined online event will broaden learning and engagement across all regions. Connect with regional NAFSA networks this fall in your virtual backyard October 4 through 22, 2021!

In any year, the work that goes into planning NAFSA regional conferences is an impressive undertaking. So what has it been like to plan and put together NAFSA’s inaugural All-Region Summit, which takes place in a time of unprecedented challenges? We spoke with three regional volunteer leaders about what it was like to plan a fully virtual event that meets the high standards of quality and value that the regional teams, NAFSA staff, and attendees have for NAFSA events, and what the regional team members are most excited about in this year’s programming.

- Region XI Conference Planner: Alissa Kramer Briggs, (Clark University)
- Region VIII Chair: Heidi Fischer, PhD (Old Dominion University)
- Region I Treasurer & Conference Planner: Keavy Gilbert, MA (University of Washington)

To register by check, please contact registration@nafsa.org.

Detailed agenda: https://shop.nafsa.org/events/registration.aspx?event=21RGNALL

For more information, please visit the website: https://www.nafsa.org/conferences/regional/nafsa-all-region-summit

European Association of International Education (EAIE) Conference 2022 - Barcelona

The Annual EAIE Conference and Exhibition is a forum for networking and exchanging ideas between peers. The call for conference proposals for EAIE Barcelona 2022 is now open and the 2022 theme is ‘The future in full colour’. Scheduled on 13-16 September, Barcelona for that submit your proposals by 02 November, 2021.

Conference theme: The future in full colour

The international higher education community has responded to an extraordinary set of challenges in the last couple of years, pushing the limits on creativity, innovation and change. The 2022 conference theme, ‘The future in full colour’, embraces the ever-expanding spectrum of tools for internationalisation. The theme attempts to explore how we, as practitioners, can draw on this diverse pallet to paint a vivid and inclusive picture of our shared future. Through the various session formats exploring this theme, a kaleidoscope of perspectives on approaches to internationalisation will enhance our collective effort to advance our work at an important moment of recovery and renewal.

For more information, please visit the website: https://www.eaie.org/barcelona/programme.html